
New Square sw ivel

Transformer not connected to power socket

= no light on the transformer and 

    no light on swivel

Transform er  not  connect ed t o Power

Transformer connected to power socket but 
cleaner is OFF

= blue light on the transformer and 

    no light on swivel

Transform er  connect ed t o Power  - Cleaner  OFF



Transformer connected to power socket and 
cleaner is ON

= blue light and continuous red light on the     

    transformer and  blue light on the swivel +

     green light when the pump of the cleaner 

     is working. When the pump stop (software

     programming) then the blue light stay on 

     but the green light is off (so t is not a

     continuous green light when the cleaner is

     working).

Transform er  connect ed t o Power  - Cleaner  ON

On the transformer

Blue light = transformer connected to power 
source.

red light after pressing the top button is 
showing that low voltage output is working

For  Diagnost ic

On the swivel

Blue light = electricity is arriving from the 
transformer (cleaner must be turned on by 
pressing the ON button on the transformer).

This means transformer cable and swivel entry 
is OK

Green light = is indicating that the pump is 
working.  If during the cycle because of 
programming the pump is off then the green 
light turn out too



On the output of the swivel if you disconnect  

  the cord going to the cleaner

  Turn On the cleaner

  Red light is showing that the low voltage is

   going thru the swivel.

   So the transformer is OK, the cord between

   the transformer and the swivel is Ok and the

    swivel is OK    

On the output of the swivel if you disconnect  

  the cord going to the cleaner

  if you turn On the cleaner and if the blue  light

   is On but there is no red light at the output,

   this means the transformer is OK, the cord

   between the transformer and the swivel is OK

    but the swivel is defective (power in is OK but

     no power out) 
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